The Mira’s Open-air Lounge Bar Vibes Puts a Spin on a Friday Night with a New “G&T Remix” Theme

5 January 2018, Hong Kong: Every Friday night the open-air lounge bar Vibes hidden within the spacious courtyard terrace of the eclectic hotel The Mira in Tsim Sha Tsui, lets you mix your own perfect gin & tonic using one of the 15 premium craft gins from 6 origins and unique tonics, to play with a range of garnishes to match. Alternatively, flip the record and listen to the bartender’s greatest hits of all times by picking from “top 10” thoughtfully composed cocktails with distinct herbal, fruity, or lightly bitter profiles.

If you thought G&T is the most cliché drink under the sun, we have news for you. It may have been the Dutch who invented the gin and British who elevated it to a level of an institution, but it’s the Spaniards who actually took the art of “gin tonic” cocktails (no ampersand required) to another level.

A small but impressive library of gins from around the world – which you may tailor to your taste with a range of exciting garnishes such as dried fruit, fresh herbs, and even flower petals – includes craft gins from Spain, Italy, France, Germany, UK and even Australia. Think iconic, small-batch distilled and handcrafted Schwarzwald Dry Gin “Monkey 47”; elegant Italian take on London Dry Gin “Sabatini” made with precisely nine Tuscan botanicals, and – all the way from Barcelona – “Gin Raw” a herbaceous brainchild of a pair of entrepreneurs created with the help of four masters in their craft: a chef, a sommelier, a mixologist and a perfumer.

Respecting the serious craft and heart poured into the process of developing unique spirits, creative gin & tonic cocktails at Vibes are mixed with premium bottled tonics, such as English “Fever Tree”, Spanish “Indi”, Aussie “Bickford”, and Kiwi “East Imperial”, each with its own distinct notes and production methods, allowing guests to further customize the experience.

G&T Remix nights at Vibes, with drinks ranging from HK$128 – HK$148 per cocktail, are for those who wish to learn more about exciting spirits made with unique botanicals and kick back after an intense week at one of the top al fresco lounge bars in Hong Kong.

Putting an extra spin on a fun night out, the menu is presented on rotating 12” vinyl records, in tune with the music lounge’s DNA where live DJs play laid back tracks 4 nights a week from 8pm till midnight.

G&T Remix is available every Friday from 5 Jan 2018, from 6pm till late at Vibes, 5/F, The Mira Hong Kong, 118 Nathan Road, Tsim Sha Tsui.

Cabana booking enquiries: +852 2315 5599 or vibes@themirahotel.com

See the menu: http://bit.ly/GTremix_menu_Vibes
Prices are subject to 10% service charge

About Vibes
Electrifying open-air bar lounge hidden in the fifth floor of the chic design hotel doubles up as a lush outdoor space to unwind in style or dance away the night. Lotus-shaped open fires, running waterways and private cabanas create an exclusive haven in the city. One of the six concepts of The Mira Hong Kong, Vibes offers unique treasure of liquid delights, authentic fruit shisha served by an Egyptian shisha
master, signatures cocktails and delectable snacks that are perfect for sharing. Every Thursday is Arabic Night with a belly dancer and live DJ playing laid-back Arabic tunes.

About The Mira Hong Kong
The Mira Hong Kong is a smoke-free, designer hotel with 492 boldly accented guest rooms, including a collection of 56 suites and specialty suites. Overlooking the lush Kowloon Park and centrally located in Tsimshatsui, the heart of Hong Kong’s commercial, shopping, dining and entertainment district, the hotel easily connects guests to all parts of the vibrant metropolis being a short walk from MTR stations and the Star Ferry. The Mira Hong Kong is a member of Design Hotels™.

www.themirahotel.com

Impressive library of craft gins and tonics allows drinks aficionados to customize their G&T experience with a range of garnishes

Vibes is a hidden al fresco haven in the heart of bustling Tsim Sha Tsui
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